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Recently experiments were initiated at SLC and LEP facilities 

one of the main aims of which being the determination of the number 

of the neutrino types existing in nature. There are known at least 

two types of neutrinos ( ve, vµ)· A third type of neutrinos v~ is 

also generally assumed to exist, but the evidence for its existen

ce, however, is not direct. The LEP experiments [1], in which the 

width of Z0 -boson was measured, allow to exclude the existence of a 

fourth neutrino type.· It should be emphasized, however1 that the 

-experiments mentioned,above in no way exclude the decay of Z0 into 

relatively heavy neutral particles other than neutrinos1 for 

example, supersymmetric particles, heavy neutral leptons, .•. [2]). 

From this p_oint of view it would be important to perform experi

ments in which decays of virtual Z0 are investigated ( and not only 

decays of real Z0 as it is being done presently at LEP ) •. In other 

words it would be of interest to investigate processes in which the 

invisible Z0 -decay products have different energies. 

In this note we shall consider2 decays into' neutrino- anti

neutrino pairs of the ground states. o_f quarkonium (J/4', I, (TT)). A 

method of detecting the decay J/4' ---+ vv was considered in [5], 

where it was prop_osed to investigate ·the· decay sequence 

'1'' ---+ J/4' + mr 
L_ vv 

1 For convenience, we call neutrinos only light neutral leptons 

(with mass, say, less than the ,electr.on mass ) • 

2 The decays of quarkonium states into neutrino-antineutrino pairs 

were discussed in [ 3, 4] , but in ref. [ 4] the decay width 

r(I---+ vv) in our opinion was seriously underestimated. 
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in which J/il! is "tagged" by measuring the momenta of pions3 . Obvio

usly such a method can be used also for other decay chains such as 

T' - T + rm 

~vv 
etc. 

At present projects of relatively low energy high 

luminosity.e+e- colliders ( so called T-charm, B-factories) are wi

.dely considered [6,7]. It is interesting to discuss the possibili

ties of observing decays of quarkonium into neutrino-antineutrino 

pairs at these facilities. 

Let us consider the decays of quarkonium ground states 

(J/~,T, .. ) into vv pairs in the framework of the standard theory. 

The interaction Hamiltonian has the form 
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is the electromagnetic current (eq is the quark electrical charge), 
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is the.,,neutral current and 

1 . 2 
gv = - 2 + 2 sin aw, 1 

gA = 2 ' (4) 
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As a matter of fact, when the paper [5] was being written the 

quarkonium nature of J/i:J! was not entirely understood and the propo-

sal at issue was made with the aim of clearing it up. 
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where I~ is the third component of the weak quark isospin. The ra

tio of the width of the decay of quarkonium ground state (QQ)
0 

into 

one neutrino-antineutrino pair v v (1 = e, µ, T) to the width of 
I I 

the decay into lepton-antilepton pair 11 is 
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where Mis the quarkonium mass, and Mz is the mass of Z
0 -boson. Let 

us note that in the expression of Rq the masses of final leptons 

were neglected. 

From the expression (6) of Rq it is seen that in the decay 

probability of quarkonium into a lepton-antilepton pair the_ ex

change of 7 as well as the exchange of Z0 has been taken into ac

count. 

I~ is clear that the exchange of Z
0 might be of importance in 

the decay of the toponium, the mass of which must be larger then 

150 GeV [8]. Numerically, however, the contribution of the 

Z
0 -exchange to the ratio R is quite small and even in the toponium 

q 

decay turns out to be about 5 % for toponium mas~es ~ 250 GeV. . 
In addition to the quarkonium mass and to various·standard mo-

del parameters, in the probabilities of decays (QQJ
0

- vv and 

(QQ) 0- lI there is entering also the squared modulus of the wave 

function of quarkonium at the origin li:i!(o) 12
• The value of 14'(o) 12 

strongly depends up~n the quark-quark potential (see, for example 

[9]). Let us stress, however, that the ratio Rq does not depend on 

l+(o) 12 and consequently in the ratio R there are no ambiguities 
q 
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associated with the quark potential. 

In the Table the values of the ratio Rq are given for various 

quarkonium states. 

TABLE 

The ratio .R = r(QQ) - vv)/r(QQ) - 11) (one neutrino type) for 
q O 0 

various quarkonium states (sin2ew 7 0.230, M
2 

= 91.10 GeV 

Quarkonium Mass R 
state (GeV) q 

if> 1.019 1. 7 10-8 

J/if! 3.097 1.1 10-7 

T 9.460 1.3 10-4 

toponium 150 1.8 10-1 

200 1. 2 10-1 

250 1. 0 10-1 

300 9.4 10-2 

400 8.6 10-2 

The results presented in the Table will be discussed below. 

Clearly 

B( (QQ) 0- v)') R NIJ B( (QQ) - 11) q 0 
(7) 

where Nv is the number of neutrino types, B( (QQ)
0
--,. v)\l and 

B((QQ)
0

- 11) are the fractions of decays of quarkonium, correspon

dingly, into neutrino-antineutrino and lepton-antilepton pairs. 

As far as. the if,-particle is concerned, the B(if> - vxvx) is too 

small (B(if> - v v )=1.6 10-11
) to be of inter~st here. 

X X . 

As for- the J/if! quarkonium state, making use of the known expe-

rimental value B(J/if!--tll)=6.9 10-2 and R given in the Table, we 
C 

get · B ( (QQ) --tlJ v ) =2. 3 10-8
• It is expected that about 6 10

9 
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if!'-particles will be produced per year at the so- called ,:-charm 

4 
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I~ 
V 

factories [6]. Taking into account that B( if!'--tJ/if! rrrr) ~ 0.5, we 

conclude that in such colliders about 70 decays J/if!--tvxvx per year 

could be observed ( for three types of neutrinos). 

In the B-factories about 108 
· !'-particles per year could be 

produced. Taking int? account that B(T - ·11)=2.6 10-2 and B(T' -

Trrrr) =27. 3 10-2
, we conclude that about 300 decays T--tv v could. be 

X X 

observed per year at B-factory facilities, which implies a statis-

• • . 4 
tical accuracy of about tNv=0.2 in the measurements of Nv . 

In future e+e- experiments high accuracy in the value Nv will 

be achieved. Clearly by using such value of N it is possible from 
. . V 

the decay width r(T--tv v ) to get the magnitude of the constant 
X X 

vb, characterizing the vector neutral current of b-quarks. The mea-

surement of 

would allow 

the width of the decay T--tv v at B-factory facilities 
0 

X X 

-25 to get a value of vb with an accuracy tvb= 2 10 . 

It is well known that t-quarks have not yet been discovered. 

From all available data it follows that 77 GeV < mt< 200 GeV 

[8,10]. In the Table the ratios Rt for four values of toponium mas

ses in the interval 150 GeV-400 GeV are presented. As one can see 

in the Table, the fraction of the toponium decay into a neutrino

antineutrino pairs comparable to the fraction of its decay into a 

lepton-antilepton pair. When there will be available e+e-colliders 

4 From LEP measurements of the z0 -boson total ·width it is 

expected that the value Nv will be determined with the accuracy 

tNv~o.1. Let us stress, however, that the experiments we are 

discussing here are "direct neutrino counting experiments", 

similar, for example, to the investigations of the process 

+ -e e --tvv;. 

5 Let us notice that recently from the measurement of the width 

of the decay of Z0 into bb-pair it was obtained v! 

[ 11]. 
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of energy and luminosity sufficient for the observation of the 

chain 

(TT)'- (~T)
0 

+ rrrr 

l_ nothing 

one could get some information about the existence of "undetec-

. M M(TT) 
table"particle with masses M in the interval 2z < M < --2-. 

· X X 

In conclusion it is a pleasure for us to thank B. Pontecorvo 

for many stimulating and fruitful discussions. We would also like 

to thank G.Mitselmakher and A.Olshevski for discussions6 . 
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BimeHhKHif M.C., BmJeHbKHH C.M. E2-90-308 
r-C, B, ... cpa6pttKH H pacna.n KBapKOHHH Ha napbI v-v 

PaccMOTpeHhl pacna,nhl OCHOBH0ro . COCTOHHHH KBapKOHHH ' 
.·. a napy He~TPHHO-aHTHHei't:Tp_HHo'. Ha6moAeHHe pacna,na Ha napy vii 

"MetJeHHhIX" J/\JI, T. (H (TT} 0 ) Ha, r-C, B (H T) -cpa6pttKax npeA- . 
CTaBnHeTCH B03MO)KHblM. CpasHeHHe pe3ynhTaTOB TaKHX 3KCnepH
MeHTOB ? pe3ynhTaTaMH OTibITOB no H3~epeHHIO tJHCna THTIOB HeHT· 
PHHO Ha LEP ,r{ano 6b1 B03MO)KHOCTh OTBeTHTh. Ha sonpoc o TOM, , 
ffCTIYCKaIOTCH ntt B pacna.ne Z0 TJI)Kenhie HeHTpanbHbie (HeperHCTpH- . 

, pyeMbie) ll8.CTHI.thl. . . . 
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Pa6oTa BbITIOnHeHa B Jia6opaTOPHH TeopeTtttJeCKOH (pli3HKH 
OH.RH; 

Cq~6uteHHe 06'he,llHHeHHoro HHCTHTyTa RAepHLIX HCCJJe.IioeauHH. ,Uy6ua 1990 

Bilenky M.S., Bil~nky S.M. E2-90-308 
1"-charm, B1 ••• Factories and Quarkonium Decays 
into v-v Pairs · · 

'· 

The decays' of quarkonium ground states into ne'utrino~anti
neutrino pairs are · ~onsidered .. It is shown Jhe observation of the 

· .decays into vv of "tagged" J/'11, T (and (TT}0 ) at r-charm, B (and 
T)-factories are . feasible in principle. Comparison of the results of 
such experiments with the result of· LEP experiments on measure

. lllent of the number of neutrino typ~s could answer the question 

. :whether heavy neutral (undetectable) particlef? are emitted . in. the · 
decay. of z0 • · . . 
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